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Abstract
A laboratory experiment was conducted to quantify the annoyance
response of people on the ground to en route noise generated by aircraft
at cruise conditions. The en route noises were ground-level recordings of
eight advanced turboprop aircraft flyovers and six conventional turbofan
flyovers. The eight advanced turboprop en route noises represented
the NASA Propfan Test Assessment aircraft operating at different
combinations of altitude, aircraft Mach number, and propeller tip speed.
The conventional turbofan en route noises represented six different
commercial airliners. The overall durations of the en route noises
varied from approximately 40 to 160 sec. In the experiment, 32 subjects
judged the annoyance of the en route noises as well as recordings of
both the takeoff and landing noises of each of 5 conventional turboprop
and 5 conventional turbofan aircraft. Each of the noises was presented
at three sound pressure levels to the subjects in an anechoic listening
room. Analyses of the judgments found small differences in annoyance
between three combinations of aircraft type and operation. Current tone
and duration corrections did not significantly improve en route noise
annoyance prediction. The optimum duration-correction magnitude
for en route noise was approximately 1 dB per doubling of effective
duration.
Introduction
Concerns about the impact of aircraft noise on
people have traditionally centered around the take-
off and landing operations of aircraft in the vicinity
of airport terminals. The development of advanced
turboprop (propfan) propulsion systems, modifica-
tions to air corridors, and the desire to maintain
a natural environment in national parks and recre-
ation areas have now focused attention on the im-
pact at ground level of the en route noise produced EPNL
by aircraft at cruise conditions and altitudes (ref. 1). LA
Compared with terminal-area noise (i.e., takeoff and
landing noise), cn route noise is characterized by rcl- LD
atively low noise levels, a lack of high-frequency spec- LL z
tral content, and long durations. Much research has
been directed towards understanding and quantifying PL
the annoyance caused by terminal-area aircraft noise,
but relatively little research has been conducted for PNL
en route noise.
procedures and corrections to predict annoyance to
en route noise; and (4) to determine whether modifi-
cations to the duration-correction method wouhi im-
prove the prediction of annoyance to en route noise.
Noise Metrics, Symbols, and
Abbreviations
Noise Metrics
effective perceived noise level, dB
A-weighted sound pressure level, dB
D-weighted sound pressure level, dB
Zwicker loudness level, dB
perceived level (Stevens Mark VII
procedure), dB
perceived noise level, dB
To address this need, a laboratory experiment was
conducted to quantify the annoyance response of peo-
ple on the ground to en route noise generated by
aircraft at cruise conditions. The specific objectives
were: (1) to compare the annoyance responses to en
route noise with the annoyance responses to takeoff
and landing noise; (2) to compare the annoyance re-
sponses to en route noise of advanced turboprop air-
craft with the annoyance responses to en route noise
of conventional turbofan aircraft; (3) to determine
the ability of current aircraft noise measurement
Detailed descriptions of the noise metrics used in
this report can be found in references 2 and 3.
Symbols and Abbreviations
ATP advanced turboprop
a0, al, a2 constant coefficients
D* duration correction based on a non-
optimum duration-correction magni-
tude expressed in terms of decibels per
doubling of effective duration, dB
D !
D10
D15
D2o
FAR
h,
Lmax
Ls
AI
PTA
P
T1
r,2
l?
t_t
Experimental Method
Test Facility
The anechoic listening room in
duration correction ba_sed oil the op-
timum duration-correction magnitude
expressed in terms of decibels per (to11-
bling of effective duration, dB
duration-correction method in which
the effective duration is determined
from an integration of the energy
between the 10-dB down points of a
noise as done in tile EPNL duration-
correction method (ref. 2)
duration-correction method in which
the effective duration is determined
from an integration of the energy
betweeil tile 15-dB (lown i)oints of a
noise instea(t of the 10-dB down points
duration-correction method in which
tile effective duration is determined
from an integration of tile energy
between the 20-dB down points of a
noise instead of the 10-dB down poinls
Fe(leral Aviation Regulation
aircraft cruise altitude, ft
nlaxiinllIn noise lneasurenlellt level
(without duration correction), dB
subjective noise level, (tB
Mach numl)er
Proi)fml Test Assessment
probability
EPNL tone-correction method (ref. 2)
tone-correction method identical to 7'1
e.xcept that no corrections are applied
for tones below the 500-Hz 1/3-octave
band
aircraft st)eed, knots
propeller tip speed, ft/sec
tile Langley
Acoustics Research Laboratory (fig. 1) was used as
the test facility in the experiment. This room, which
has a volume of 20 m a and an A-weighted amt)ient
noise h,vel of 15 dB, provides an essentially echo-free
enviromnent. This environment minimizes the pos-
sibility of standing waves affecting the data. "File
monophonic recordings of the aircraft noise stinmli
were played on a studio-quality tat)e recorder using
a noise reduction system to reduce tape hiss. The
commercially available noise reduction syst.em, which
provided a nominal 30-dB increase in signal-to-noise
ratio, reduced tape hiss to inaudible levels. The stim-
uli were presented to tile subjects using a special
speaker system consisting of one high-frequency unit
and one low-frequency unit. The high-frequency unit
had a frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 000 Hz. and tile
low-frequency unit had a frequency range of 30 Hz to
100 ttz.
Test Subjects
Thirty-two subjects were ran(tomly selected from
a pool of local residents with a wide range of socio-
economic backgrounds and were paid to parti(:ipate
in the experiment. All test subjects were given
audiograms prior to the experiment to verify" normal
hearing. Table I gives tile sex and age data for the
sut)jects in each experiment.
Noise Stimuli
Tile noise stimuli used in the experiment consiste(t
of loudspeaker-rei)roduced recordings of actual flight
oI)erations. Thirty-four noises were t)resente(l to the
test subje(:ts at three nominal L D levels of 60, 70,
and 80 (lB. Six additional presentations of a reference
noise were included for a total of 108 noise stimuli.
The 34 noises consisted of 8 advanced turboprop
en rOllte iloises_ 6 conventional tur|)of&n en route
noises, 10 conventional turboI)rop takeoff and landing
noises, and 10 conventional turt)ofan takeoff and
landing noises.
Advanced turboprop en route noises. The
eight advance(t turboprop en route noises were
recordings of the NASA Propfan Test Assessment
(PTA) aircraft shown in figure 2. The PTA air-
(:raft is a moditied Gulfs(ream Aerost)ace GII with
an a(twmce(l turboprop engine installed on the t)ort
wing. Tile a(tvaneed turboprop consiste(l of a single-
rotating, 8-t)lade, 9-ft-(liameter prot)fan driven by
a modifie(t industrial gas turbine engine through a
modified reduction gearbox (ref. 4). The recordings
were obtaine(l by using groun(t-level microphones
during level flyover at cruise conditions with the air-
(:raft's original engines operating at flight idle. The
eight noises used in the ext)erinmnt represent the dif-
h'xent combinations of altitude, aircraft Math nun>
ber, and propeller tip speed shown m table II. The
overall durations of the 8 noises used in the experi-
ment varied from at)t)roxinmtely 40 to 160 sec. The
wtriations in (turation resulted from the variations in
altitude and Math lmmber and from the truncation
of tim t)eginning and ending of some noises neces-
sitate(l by extraneous transient ba(:kground noises.
TheLA time. histories and the 1/3-oetave-band spec-
tra at peak L A of the. highest level presentations of
tile advanced turboprop ell route noises are given in
figure 3.
Conventional turbofan en route noises. The
six conventional turbofan ell route noises were (coot(t-
ings of commercial airliners made with ground-level
nficrophones. Tat)le III provides tile type of aircraft,
altitude, and speed for each noise. The overall du-
rations of the six noises varied from apprt)ximately
40 to 160 sec. As with the advanced turboprop
en route noises, the beginning and ending of some
noises were trmlcate(| t)eeause of extraneous tran-
sient background noise. The L A time histories an(l
the 1/3-octave-t)and spectra at I)eak L A of the high-
est level presentation of the conventional turbofan
en route noises are given in figure 4.
Takeoff and landing noises. Recordings of
both the takeoff and landing of each t)f five conven-
titmal turboprop and five conventional turbofan air-
craft were included in tile experiment for comt)arison
with the cn route noise stimuli. The types of air-
craft used and some specifications of each are given
in table IV. The recordings of tile ctmventional tur-
bofan aircraft, were made on tile centerline of the ex-
tended runway approximately 5000 m from the brake
release point. The conventional turboprop aircraft
recordings were ma(te at several different airports,
and the (tistances from the })rake releas(, point var-
ied. At each location, the turboprop aircraft recor(l-
ings were nmde on or near the centerline of the ex-
tended runway. Because of the higher flight profiles
and lower source noise levels of tim turboprop air-
craft, the recording sites fur the turboprop aircraft
were located closer to tile brake release point than
those for the turbofan aircraft. Microphones were lo-
eared approximately 1.2 m above ground level over
dirt or grass. The overall durations of the 20 noises
varied from approximately l0 to 50 sec. The L A
tim(, histories and the 1/3-octave-band spectra at
peak L A of the highest level presentations of the take-
off anti landing of each conventional turboprop and
conventional turbofan are given in figures 5 and 6,
respectively.
Reference noise. In addition to the three pre-
sentations made as part of the conventional turbofan
takeoif stimuli, the Boeing 727 takeoff recording was
presented at six other L D levels of 50, 55, 65, 75,
85, and 90 dB. As a result of these additional pre-
sentations, a total of nine Boeing 727 takeoff stinmli,
ranging in L D levels from 50 to 90 (tB in 5-dB incre-
ments, were presented to the test sul)jects. These
nine stinmli were used as reference stimuli in the
analyses to convert subjective responses to subjec-
tive decibel levels.
Experiment Design
Numerical category scaling was chosen as the psy-
ehophysical method for the experiment. The choice
was ma(te to maximize the Immimr of stimuli that
could be judged in the fixed amount of time available.
The scale selected was a unipolar, ll-point scale froln
0 to 10. The end points of the scale were labeled "EX-
TREMELY ANNOYING" and "NOT ANNOYING
AT ALL." The term "ANNOYING" was (letine(t ill
tim sul)ject instructions as "UNWANTED, OBJEC-
TIONABLE, DISTURBING, OR UNPLEASANT."
The stimuli were divided into two sets of four
tapes. The first set of tapes contained all the stim-
uli in the experiment. The second set contained the
same stimuli as the first but in reverse' order. There
were 27 stimuli per tape. The stimuli were divided
between tat)es so that each aircraft type, aircraft op-
eration, and sountt levtq were about equally rel)re-
sented on each tape. Tile order of th(, stinmli on
the tat)e was then randomly selected. The orders for
each tape are given in tat)h_ V, as indicated t)y the
arrows. A period of at)pr()ximately 10 sec was pro-
vided after each stimulus for the subjects to make
and record their judgments. Each tape served as one
of four test sessions for the subjects and required ap-
proximately ,10 nfin for playback.
The 32 test subjects in tile experiment were tti-
vided into 16 groups of 2 subjects. The first ft)ur
tapes were presented to eight groups of sul)jects, and
the second four tapes were t)resente(t to the other
eight groups of suhjects. To prevent sut)jeet fatigue
and other tentporal efli_cts from mMuly influencing
the results, the order in which the tapes were I)re-
sented was varied to provide a balanced presentation.
Table VI gives the order of pres(mtation used for the
tapes in the experiment.
Procedure
Upon arrival at the lat)oratory, the subjects were
seated in the test facility and each was given a set
of instructions and a consent form. Copies of these
items are given in the appendix. After reading the
instructions and completing the consent forms, the
subjects were given a brief verbal explanation of the
car(Is used for recording judgments and were asked
if they had any questions. Four practice stimuli
were then presented to the subjects while the test
3
conductoremainedin tile test facility.Anorderfor
thesubjectsto gainexperienceinscoringthesounds,
theywereinstructedto makeandrecordjudgments
of the practicestimuli. After askingagainfor any
questionsaboutthe test.,tile test.conductorissued
scoringcardsforthefirstsessionandleft thefacility.
Then, tile first of four test sessionsbegan. After
tile conclusionof eachsession,tile test.conductor
reenteredthetestfacility,collectedthescoringcards,
andissuednewscoringcardsfor the next session.
Betweentheseeondandthird sessions,tile subjects
weregivena 15-minrest periodoutsidethe test
facility.
Results and Discussion
Acoustic Data Analyses
Eachnoisestinnfluswas analyzedto provide
1/3-octave-bandsoundpressurelevelsfrom 20 Hz
to 20kHz for useill conlputinga selectedgroupof
noisemetrics.Themeasurementswerenladewith a
1.27-em-dianmtercondensermicrophoneanda real-
time.1/3-oct.aveanalysisystenlthat useddigitalill-
tering.Themicrophonewaslocatedat earlevelmid-
waybetweenthetwoseats.Nosubjectswerepresent
duringthemeasurements.A total of fivenoisemet-
rieswerecomputedin the analyses.Theyincluded
thesimpleweightingproceduresL A and L D and the
more complex calculation procedures LL z, PL, and
PNL.
Twelve variations of each of the five noise metrics
were calculated. Tile first was the peak or maxinmm
level that occurred during the flyover noise. Two
other variations were calculated by applying two dif-
if, rent tone corrections. Nine more variations were
attained by applying duration corrections based on
three different integration periods to tile non-tone-
corrected level and the two tone-corrected levels. The
first duration-correction integration period DI( } and
the first, tone correction T1 are identical to those used
ill the effective perceived noise level procedure de-
fined in the Federal Aviation Administration FAIl 36
regulation (ref. 2). The second tone correction 7) is
identical to the first except that no corrections are
applied for tones identified in bands with center fre-
quencies less than 500 Hz. The second and third
duration-correction integration periods D15 and D20
are identical to the first except that the duration cor-
rection is based on all integration of the energy be-
tween the 15- and 20-dB down points of the noise
instead of the 10-dB down points.
Subjective Data Analyses
The means (across subjects) of the judgments
were calculated for each stimulus in the experiment.
To obtain a subjective scale with meaningful units
of measure, these mean annoyance scores were con-
verted to subjective noise levels L 5, with decibel-like
properties by the following process. Included in the
experiment for the purpose of converting the mean
annoyance scores to L S vahles were nine presenta-
tions of a Boeing 727 takeoff recording. The L D lev-
els of the nine presentations were 50, 55, 60, 65, 70,
75, 80, 85, and 90 dB. Third-order polynomial re-
gression analyses were performed on data obtained
for these nine reference stiinuli. The dependent vari-
able was the calculated PNL, and the independent
variable was the mean annoyance score for each of tile
nine reference stimuli. Figure 7 presents tile data and
tile resulting best-fit curve. The regression equation
was then used to predict the level of the Boeing 727
takeoff noise that would produce the same inean an-
noyance score as each of the other noise stinmli in
the experiment. These levels were then considered
as the subjective noise level for each stimulus.
Comparison of Aircraft Types and
Operations
Figure 8 compares the annoyance responses to
PTA aircraft at cruise, conventional turbofan aircraft
at cruise, and conventional turboprop and turbofan
aircraft takeoffs and landings. The figure plots sub-
jective noise level versus LA for each of the three com-
binations of aircraft, type and operation. Simple lin-
ear regression lines for each of the three coinbinations
are also shown. For a given value of L A, tile conven-
tional turbofan cruise noises were slightly more an-
noying than the PTA cruise noises. Although the dif-
ferences in annoyance are small, indicator (dummy)
variable analyses for LA show significant differences
ill slope and intercept between the appropriate re-
gressions for the three sets of noises. Figure 9 uses
duration-corrected L A to coinpare the annoyance re-
sponses to PTA aircraft at cruise, conventional tur-
bofan aircraft at cruise, and conventional turboprop
and turbofan aircraft, takeoffs and landings. When
duration corrections are added to LA, the conven-
tional turbofan cruise noises are slightly less annoy-
ing than the PTA cruise noises. This is the reverse of
the results shown in figure 8 for LA without duration
corrections. As in the previous figure, indicator vari-
able analyses indicate significant differences in slope
and intercept between the appropriate regressions for
the three types of noises. Figure 10 uses EPNL to
compare the annoyance responses to PTA aircraft at
cruise, conventional turbofan aircraft at cruise, and
conventional turboprop and t.urbofan aircraft take-
offs and landings. Results are similar to those for
duration-corrected L A in figure 9.
Figures8 to 10conlparethethreecombinations
of aircraft type and operationin termsof three
(.'olHntonly uspd noise nl(h'4sllreltl(_nts LA: duration-
corrected L A, and EPNL. Comparisons using the
other combinations of noise measurement procedures
and corre(:tions viehled similar results. Small, but
significallt, differences in anllO.,vance response were
fotmd I)etween the PTA adwmced t.url)ot)ro p ell route
noises, the conventional turl)ofan en route noises,
and the conventional turboprop and turbofan take-
off and landing noises. However, the (lifl_rence in
annoyance response t)etween the PTA advanced tur-
bol)ro t) en route noises and tile conventional turbo-
fan en route noises varie(t dep(mding on tire com-
bination of measurenlent pro('edur(_ and corrections
(:onsidere(t.
Comparison of Noise Metrics for En Route
Noise
When determining how to most accurately pre-
dict the amloyance caused by aircraft noise, the
questions that must [)e answere(1 are which noise
me,inurement proce(hlre should be used and which
corrections, if any, should I)e applied to the mea-
sllr(,lll(_tlt procedure. Tire answers to these (tu('s-
tions can vary (tepending ut)on what types of air-
craft and op('rations are under cons|dora(|(in. To
investigate the prediction al)ilitv of t h(, noise mea-
surelrl(_llt pro(:(_dures and corrections, the correla-
tion coefficient between t,he subjective noise level
L 5, and tim' cah:ulated noise level was (h_termitmd
for each cont})ination of nleasllreln(?ll[ [)roc(_(hire and
corrections. The correlation coefficients were com-
I)ared by using a two-taile(l t-test for the signif-
icance of difference (p < 0.05) t)etween correla-
tion coefficients when samI)lcs are not independent
(ref. 5). Tile higher the correlation coeffMent,
the better the t)rediction accuracy. Tim correla-
ti(m coefficients for the en route noise stinmli are
given in tat)le VII. The folh)wing results are based
on the statistical comparisons of the correlation
coefficients.
Comparisons of the results in table VII indicate
that, in all but a few cases, basing the duration
correction on the 15- or 20-dB down points instead of
the 10-dB down points did not significantly improve
annoyance prediction, hi most cases, the addition of
duration corrections based on the 10-dB down points
did not improve annoyance prediction. In all but
one of tile cases where the addition of the duration
correction improved tile correlation coefficient, tile
improvement was not significant. The one exception
was L A with T 1 tone corrections. In this case, the
improvement in annoyance prediction that resulted
from the addition of the duration corr(x:tion was
statistically significant.
The effect of the addition of tone corrections on
annoymlcc pre(tiction (tiffered, depending on whether
a duration correction was added. For the cases with
duration corrections, amloyance prediction improved
when either of tile tone corrections, T1 or 7:,2, was
added. Tim improvements in correlation coefficient
that result from the 7'1 tone correction were signif-
icant, except for the case of L A with duration cor-
rections. The inlprovements t)rovide(t 1)y the T2 tone
correction were significant in all cases. Except for
duration-corrected LA, the T1 tone corrections re-
sulte(t in higher (:orrelation coefficients than the T 2
tone corrections, tiowevcr, the difference was not
significant, except in the case of durati(/n-correcte(t
LL z. For the cases with no duration corrections, the
T1 tone correction improved the correlation coetii-
cient only for LL z, and the inlt)rovement was not
significant. The ad(tition of the 7) tone corr(,ction
resulted in ilnproved correlation coefficients in four
of five cases, but these improvements were not signif-
icant either.
These results in(licatc that the ad(tition of tone
corrections and/or duration corrections (t(t(,s not
significantly improve, in a consistent manner, the
prediction of annoyance to en route noise. Cent-
par|son of the peak levels (i.e., the levels without
corrections) of the different measurement procedures
indicates that, PNL has tit(, highest correlation coef-
ficient and L A has th(' h)west correlation coefficient.
Tire only significanl differences between the five peak
levels were that th(, correlation coefficients for PNL
an(t L D were both significantly greater than lhe cor-
relation coefficient for L A.
The L A with D10 duration corrections and T 2
tone corrections had the highest correlation coeffi-
cient of the metrics considered an(t was therefore,
strictly speaking, the best predictor of annoyance to
en route noise. However, as indicated in the preced-
ing paragraphs, statistical colnparisons of tit(,, cor-
relation coefficients in(tieatc that duration and tone
corrections do not significantly improve annoyance
prediction. Comparison of the correlation coefficients
for peak L A and duration-corrected L A with _ tone
corrections indicates no significant difference. Of the
peak levels considered, PNL had the higtmst correla-
tion coefficient. Direct comparison of the correlation
coefficient for peak PNL and duratioi_-eorrect.ed L A
with the T 2 tone correction also indicates no signifi-
cant difference. These analyses indicate that, of the
noise metrics considered, PNL without tone and du-
ration corrections is tim most appropriate metric for
predicting annoyance t.o en route noise.
Optimum Duration-Correction
Magnitudes
Thedurationcorrectionsdiscussedin thepreced-
ing sectionwerebasedon the duration-correction
magnitudeusedin tile Federal Aviation Administra-
tion's EPNL calculation procedure for aircraft, certifi-
cation (ref. 2). This method a,ssumes that a doubling
of effective duration has the same effect on annoyance
as a 3-dB increase in level. (Effectiv(' duration is de-
termined from an integration of the energy between
tile 10-dB down points of a noise (re[s. 2 and 3).)
This 3-dB duration-correction magnitude has been
shown to be the optinmm (i.e., correct) value for the
noise durations of aircraft takeoff and landing oper-
ations (ref. 6). However, 3 dB may not be the ot)ti-
nmm duration-correction magnitude for the very hmg
durations associated with en route noise. In other
words, h)r very long durations, a dout)ling of effec-
tive duration may have an effect on mmoyance equiv-
alent to an increase in level of sore(' value other than
3 dB. To determine the optimum duration-correction
magnitude for en r(mte noise, the analysis described
in this section was performe(t (m the data from this
(,xi)erinlcnt.
If the magnitude on which a duration correction is
base(t is the optimum magnitude, then a unit change
in the duration correction ret)resents the same change
in amloyance as a unit change in the maximum level
of a noise. Therefore, the sut)jective noise levels can
t)e ret)resented by the linear equation
LS = ao + al (Lmax + D') (1)
where L S is tile subjective noise level, Lmax is tile
maximum level, and D' is the duration correction
based on the optimum magnitude. This equation can
be expanded to the form
LS = o0 + alLmax + al D/ (2)
However, if the magnitude on which a duration eor-
rt, ction is t)ased is not the optinmm magnitude, t hen
a unit change in the duration correction does not ret)-
resent the same change in annoyance as a unit change
in the maximum level of a noise. Therefore, for du-
ration corrections calculated by using a nonoptimum
magnitude (and if the maximum levels and durations
are not correlated), tile equation [)est. fitting the data
would be of the form
L S = a(i + alLmax + a2 D* (a)
where al is not equal to a2 and D* is tile dura-
tion correction based on tile nonoptimum magnitude.
Combining equations (2) and (3) yields
(llD' = a2D* (4)
which gives
D'= a2 D* (5)
al
Duration corrections ba.sed on 3 dB per dout)ling
of effective duration (i.e., the difference t)etween the
duration-corrected level and the respective maximum
level for each noise metric) were used in nmltit)le re-
gression analyses of the form of equation (3). The op-
tinmm duration-correction magnitudes D _ were then
calculated from equation (5) with D* set equal to
3 dB per dout)ling of effective duration. These cal-
culations were made for each of the noise metrics
for the PTA en route noise stimuli, the conventioiml
turbofan en route noise stimuli, the combined set of
en route noise stimuli, and tim conventional turbo-
prop and turt)ofan takeoff and landing noise stim-
uli. The resulting or)timum magnitudes, in terms of
equivalent decibels per doubling of effective duration,
are given in table VIII for duration corre('tions based
on the 10-d13 (town points. Tables IX and X give the
ot)timum magnitudes for duration corrections based
on the 15- and 20-dB down points.
The optinmm magnitudes for the takeoff and
landing noises agree very well with the 3-dB nlagni-
tude used in tim EPNL duration correction. How-
ever, the oI)tinmm duration-correction magnitudes
for the en route lloibes are considerably tess than
3 dB. Based on these results, a duration-correction
magnitude on the order of 1 dB per dout)ling of effec-
tive duration appears to be a more ai)t)ropriate value
for en route noise. Further analyses will d(_t(!rmine
whether this modification significantly lint)roves an-
noyance prediction.
Comparison of Noise Metrics With
Different Duration-Correction Magnitudes
To inv(,stigate wh(,ther a duration correction
based on 1 dB per doubling of effective duration
would improve the prediction at)ility of the noise
measurement procedures and corrections, the corre-
lation coefficient between the subjective noise level
L S and the calculated noise level was determined
for each combination of measurement procedure,
tone correction, and modified duration correction.
As done previously, the correlation coefficients were
compared by using a two-tailed t-test for the signifi-
cance of differenc(' (p _< 0.05) between correlation co-
efficients when samples are not independent (r('f. 5).
The higher the correlation coetficient, the better the
prediction accuracy. The correlation coefficients of
themodifiednoisemetricsfortileenroutenoisestim-
uli aregivenin tableXI. Thecoefficientsin tableXI
that aresignificantlygreaterthan thecorresponding
coefficientsin tableVII for the standardduration-
correctionmagnitudeof3dBaremarkedwithanas-
terisk.Comparisonof tat)lesVII andXI showsthat
the duration-correctionmagnitudeof 1 dB yielded
a highercorrelation coefficient than the 3-(IB mag-
nitude for every noise metric variation except the
tone-corrected L A cases. However, only about half
the increases ret)resented significant increases in an-
noyance t)rediction.
Since this result for a magnitude of 1 dB is not
completely conclusive, the analysis was repeatc(t t)y
using the optimum (turation-correction magnitudes
for each noise metric variation for the combiImd set
of en route noises as given in tables VIII to X.
The resulting correlation coefticients are given in ta-
ble XlI. None of the coefficients in table XII are sig-
nificantly greater than the corresponding coefficients
in table XI for the modified duration-correction mag-
nitude of 1 (lB. The coefficients marked with an
asterisk in tat)le XII are significantly greater than
the corresponding coefficients in tat)le VII for the
standard duration-correction magnitude of 3 (lB.
Comparisons of tables VII and XII show that tile
optimum duration-(:orrection magnitudes yielded a
higher correlation coefficient than the 3-dB mag-
nitude for every noise metric variation, including
the tone-corrected L A cases. However, as with the
1-dB magnitude coefficients, only atlout half the in-
creases rel)resente(1 significant increa_s(?s ill annoyance
prediction.
Coint)arisons within tables XI and XII indicate
that hasing the duration corrections on the 15- or
20-dB down points instead of the 10-dB down points
did not improve anm)yance prediction. This result is
similar to the 3-dB magnitude case. However, unlike
the 3-dB magnitude results, the addition of duration
corrections based on the 1-dB and optimum nmg-
nitudes did improve annoyance prediction in ahnost
every instance. The increase, however, was not sig-
nificant in most cases. The increase was significant
for LA, L A with T1 tone corrections, and L A with T2
tone corrections for both the 1-dB and the optimum
magnitude cases. The PNL with T1 tone corrections
and PL with T1 tone corrections also had significant
increases in the 1-dB magnitude case.
The effect on annoyance prediction of the addi-
tion of tone corrections to the metrics with reduced
duration-correction magnitudes was to improve pre-
diction in almost every case. The 7"2 tone correction
did better than the T1 tone correction in all but one
case. However, tile improvement provided by T1 and
T 2 tone corrections was significant in only about half
the cases.
Comparisons of tile peak levels (i.e., the levels
without corrections) and the duration-corrected lev-
els with T2 tone corrections for each m('asurement
procedure in tables XI and XII yielded similar incon-
clusive results. The addition of corrections iInproved
annoyance prediction, but the difference was signif-
icant in only about half the cases. Comparing the
noise metric variation that had the highest correla-
tion (D15 and D20 values not considered) from each
of tables XI and XII duration-corrected PL with T.2
tone corrections and duration-corrected L A with 7"2
tone corrections with peak PNL showed no signif-
icant difference in tile correlation coetficients at the
0.05 prot)ability level. However, the coefficient for
PNL with T 2 tone corrections and duration correc-
tions based on a 1-dB magnitude was significantly
greater than the coefficient for t)eak PNL.
These results indicate that when duration cor-
rections are based on magnitudes of at)proximately
1 dB per doubling of effective duration, the addi-
tion of tone corrections and duration corrections im-
proves the prediction of annoyance to en route noise,
at least in terms of increasing the correlation coef-
ficient. However, since the resulting improvements
are not consistently statistically significant, it is dif-
ficult to conclude with certainty that the corre(:tions
should be used. Most of tile improvements that were
not statistically significant at. the 0.05 level would
have tleen significant at the 0.10 level. A definitive
answer would best be ot)tained t)y conducting an-
other test, in which tile durations and tonal content
of tile stimuli were more systematically chosen and
controlled.
Influence of Other Variables
In addition t.o the noise metrics, several quanti-
tative physical parameters were considered as pos-
sible predictors of annoyance response to cn route
noise. They were overall duration, aircraft cruise al-
titude, aircraft cruise Mach number, and propeller
tip speed at cruise for the PTA en route noise stim-
uli; and overall duration, aircraft cruise Mtit.ude, and
aircraft cruise speed for the conventional turbofan
en route noise stinmli. Overall duration was studied
separately from tile other parameters for the com-
bined set of en route noise stimuli. Overall duration
is the time from the start of the noise stimulus to the
end of the noise stimulus (i.e., the total time that
the stimulus is audit)le). The other parameters were
studied within the PTA and conventional turbofan
sui)sets of stimuli, tlecause tile parameters, or the
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waytheyweremeasured,differedbetweenthesub-
sets. Theeffectsof the parametersin conjmlction
with variousconlbinationsof PNL, with and wilh-
outduration(basedon3dBperdoublingofeffective
durationand10-dBdownpoints)andtone(T1and
7"2)corrections,wcrcstudiedby usingmultiplere-
gressionanalyseswith LS as the dependent variable.
Regression models, including the noise metric and
each combination of one or more of the parameters,
were determined and compared by using the mod-
els comparison approach detailed in refcrcnce 7. The
addition of the parameters did not iinprovc the re-
gression models. Therefore. no effect on annoyance
of any of the parameters is indicated.
Conclusions
A laboratory experiment was conducted to quan-
tify tile amloyance response of people on the ground
to en route noise generated by aircraft at cruise con-
ditions. Thirty-two test subjects judged the annoy-
ancc of 24 Propfan Test Assessment (PTA) advanced
turboprop en route noise stimuli, 18 conventional
turbofan en route noise stimuli, and 60 conventional
turboprop and turbofan takeoff and landing noise
stimuli. Analyses of the resulting data compared
annoyanco responses to different aircraft types and
operations, examined the ability of current noise
tllCaSUrClllent and correction procedures to t)redict
annoyance to en route noise, and calculated opt.inmnl
duration-correction nmgnitudes for en route noise.
Based on the results presented in this paper, the
fl_llowing conclusions were noted:
1. Small, but significant, differences in annoyance
response were found between the PTA advanced
t.url)ol)ro p en route noises, the conventional t.ur-
I)ofall ell route noises, and the conventional tur-
boprop and turbofan takeoff and landing noises.
However, the difference ill aniloyance response
between tile PTA advanced turbot)ro pen route
noises and the conventional turbofan en route
noises varie(t (tet)en(ling ut)(m the noise metric
considered.
2. Basing the duration correction on the noise be-
tween the 15- or 20-dB down points instead of
the noise between the 10-dB down t)oints did not
improw.' the prediction of annoyance to cn route
noise.
3. The prediction of annoyance to cn route noise was
not significantly improved by the addition of a
duration correction based on the magnitude of
3 dB per doubling of effective duration used in
effective perceived noise level (EPNL).
4. In most (:axes, tone corrections did not sig-
nificantly improve prediction of annoyance to
en route noise.
5. Of the noise metrics considered, PNL without
tone and duration corrections wa.s the most ap-
propriate noise metric for predicting annoyance
to cn route noise.
6. The optimum duration-correction magnitude for
en route noise is approximately 1 dB per doubling
of effective duration instead of the 3 dB per
doubling of effective duration used for takeoff and
landing noise.
7. The addition of duration corrections ba_sed on the
reduced correction magnitude in conjunction with
tone corrections tended to imf)rove t)rediction of
annoyance to en route noise. Whether or not
the improveinent was statistically significant de-
pended on which noise measurement procedure
was used and the exact magnitude of tile reduced
duration correction.
8. No effects of overall duration, aircraft cruise alt.i-
tude, aircraft cruise Math number, aircraft cruise
speed, or cruise propeller tip speed on annoyance
to en route noise were found.
NASA l,angley Research Center
ttampton, VA 23665-5225
,]ammry 24. 1!t!t2
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Appendix
Instructions and Consent Form
INSTRUCTIONS
The experiment in which you are participating will help us understand the
characteristics of aircraft sounds which can cause annoyance in airport com-
munities. We would like you to judge how ANNOYING some of these aircraft
sounds are. By ANNOYING we mean - UNWANTED, OBJECTIONABLE, DISTURBING, OR
UNPLEASANT.
The experiment consists of four 40 minute sessions. During each session
27 aircraft sounds will be presented for you to judge. You will record your
judgments of the sounds on computer cards like the one below:
\
sl]__I_Is_l[ilI][]]I]I]]I]I_II]II]]
U R E
BB BB BBBBB_BBBB
BB B_ BBBBBBBBBB
BB BB BYBBB_BBBB
BB BB _B BB_
g®@@@@@@@@@@@@®@
8@000@@0000000@0
7@@0@@@@0@@000@@
s @ ® @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ® @ @ @
3 @ ® ® @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ® @
1@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
NOT ANNOYING RT ALLO
NUMBER
II II II IIIIIIII
@ ® @ @ ® ® ® @ ® 0 @ ® ® @ ®
1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 Ila 11 12 13 14 15
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l
After each sound there will be a few seconds of silence. Furing this inter-
val, please indicate how annoying you judge the sound to be by marking the
appropriate numbered circle on the computer card. The numbel of each sound is
indicated across the bottom of the card. If you judge a sound to be only
slightly annoying, mark one of the numbered circles close to the NOT ANNOYING
AT ALL end of the sca]e, that is a low numbered circle near the bottom of the
card. Similarly, if you judge a sound to be very annoying, then mark one
of the numbered circles close to the EXTREMELY ANNOYING end of the scale, that
is a high numbered circle near the top of the card. A moderately annoying
judgment should be marked in the middle portion of the scale. In any case,
make your mark so that the circle that most closely indicates your annoyance
to the sound is completely filled in. There are no right or wrong answers; we
are only interested in your judgment of each sound.
Before the first session begins you will be given a practice computer
card and four sounds will be presented to familiarize you with making and
recording judgments. ! will remain in the testing room with you during the
practice time to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you for your help in conducting the experiment.
I0
VOLUNTARYCONSENTFORMFORSUBJECTS
FORHUMANRESPONSETOAIRCRAFTNOISEANDVIBRATION
I understand the purposeof the research and the technique to be used,
including my participation in the research, as explained to meby the
Principal Investigator (or qualified designee).
I do voluntarily consent to participate as a subject in the human
response to aircraft noise experiment to be conductedat NASALangley
ResearchCenter on
date
I understand that I mayat any time withdraw from the experiment and
that I amunder no obligation to give reasonsfor withdrawal or to attend
again for experimentation.
I undertake to obey the regulations of the laboratory and instruction
of the Principal Investigator regarding safety, subject only to myright
to withdraw declared above.
I affirm that, to my knowled9e,my state of health has not changed
since the time at which I completedand signed the medical report form
required for my participation as a test subject.
PRINTNAME
SIGNATURE
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Table I. Data on Test Subjects
Number of Mean Median Age
Sex participants age age range
Male 12 30 25.5 18 to 49
Female 20 40 42 18 to 58
All subjects 32 37 39.5 18 to 58
Table II. Nominal Flight Conditions for PTA Aircraft En Route Noises
PTA noise Altitude, Aircraft Mach Propeller tip
number ft number speed, ft/sec
8001
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
30 000
15 000
15000
9000
2000
30000
30000
30 000
0.70
.70
.50
.50
.50
.70
.70
.77
620
700
840
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TableIll. F]ight Conditions for Comrentiol]a] _I_2rbofan Aircraft En Ro_zte Noises
Airplane
Boeing 727
Boeing 737
Boeing 757
Boeing 767
McDonnell Dougla.s DC-9
McDonnell Douglas DC-10
Altitude, ft
31000
35000
37000
28 000
30 000
37000
Speed, knots
455
434
509
460
477
521
Table IV. Conventional Turboprop and Turbofan Aircraft for Which Takeoff and
Landing Noises Were Included in Experiinent
Aircraft
de Havilland Canada DHC-7 Dash 7
Lockheed P-3
NAMC YS-11
Nord 262
Shorts 330
Airbus Industrie A-300
Boeing 707
Boeing 727-200
McDommll Douglas DC-9
McDonnell Douglas DC-10
Nuinber
of
engines
2
4
3
2
3
Engine
type
Turboprop
Turbofan
!
Maxilnum
takeoff
weight, kg
20000
61200
24500
10 600
10 300
>142 000
kl17000
86900
_41100
_206400
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TableV. PresentationOrderof StimulionTapes
Practicetape Tape1I Tape2 I Tape3 l
PTA2C 70
B707T 80
B737C 6O
LP-3L 70
PTA2C 70
$330T 80
PTA5C 60
DC-9T 70
YSll L 60
B727T 90
DD-7T 60
PTA3C 60
B757C 70
DC10 T 80
LP-3 L 60
B727 T 60
DD-7 L 70
YSll T 70
DC-9 C 80
DC10 C 60
B707 L 7O
A300 T 8O
PTA7 C 80
B727 C 70
DC-9 L 60
PTA6 C 70
PTA1 C 80
B727 L 80
DC10 L 70
B767 C 6O
N262 L 80
N262 L 6(1
B727 T 70
LP-3 T 80
DC10 C 80
PTA7 C 70
B757 C 60
PTA8 C 80
N262 T 70
B707 L 80
LP-3 L 70
YSll T 60
B737 C 60
DD-7 L 80
$330 L 70
DC-9 T 60
PTA6 C 60
B727 T 85
PTA3 C 80
DC-9 C 70
A300 L 60
B727 L 70
B707 T 80
PTA1 C 70
PTA4 C 60
B727 T 65
DC-9 L 80
B727 C 80
DC-9 T
B727 C
YSll L
PTA1 C
B707 T
PTA2 C
B727 L
DD-7 T
$330 T
DC10 C
PTA5 C
$330 L
B727 T
LP-3 T
DD-7 L
PTA4 C
N262 T
B767 C
PTA8 C
LP-3 L
PTA7 C
B727 T
DC10 L
A300 L
B737 C
A300 T
DC10 T
Tape 4
80 DC10 L
60 PTA3 C
70 B757 C
60 $330 L
70 B707 T
80 PTA6 C
60 DD-7 T
80 DC-9 C
60 PTA2 C
70 A300 T
70 N262 T
80 YSll L
50 PTA8 C
70 B727 T
60 $330 T
80 PTA4 C
60 A300 L
80 LP-3 T
70 YSll T
80 B767 C
60 N262 L
75 B707 L
80 PTA5 C
70 B727 T
8O DC10 T
60 B737 C
7O DC-9 L
T Tape 8
60
70
8(1
60
6(1
80
70
6O
6O
7O
8O
80
60
55
70
70
80
60
80
70
70
6O
80
80
60
7O
7O
Tape 5 T Tape 6 T Tape 7 T
Stimuli key
Aircraft type
Advanced
turboprop
PTAn = Propfan
test a.ssesslnent
aircraft noise
number n
Conventional
turbofan
A300 = Airbus A-300
B707 = Boeing 707
B727 = Boeing 727
B737 = Boeing 737
B757 = Boeing 757
B767 -- Boeing 767
DC-9 = DC-9
DC10 = DC-10
Conventional
turboprop
DD-7 = Dash 7
LP-3 -- P-3
N262 = Nord 262
$330 = Shorts 330
YSll = YS-11
Operation type
C = Cruise
L = Landing
T = Takeoff
Nominal L D
50 = 50 dB
55 = 55 dB
60 = 60 dB
65 = 65 dB
70 = 70 dB
75 = 75 dB
80 = 80 dB
85 = 85 dB
90 = 90 dB
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TableVI. OrderofTapesPresentedto TestSubjects
Tapespresenteduringsession
Testsubject
group 1 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
2 3
2 3
4 1
1 4
3 2
6
8
5
7
1
3
2
4
5
7
6
81
7
5
8
6
4
2
3
1
8
6
7
5
4
3
2
1
8
7
6
5
3
4
1
2
7
8
5
6
Table VII. Correlation Coefficients of Noise Metrics With Subjective Noise Level for Cruise Noise Stimuli
[Duration-correction magnitude is 3 dB per doubling of effective duration]
Noise
ineasurelnent
procedure
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
Tone-correction
procedure
No tone correction
T1
T2
No tone correction
Tt
T2
No tone correction
rl
T2
No tone correction
rl
T2
No tone correction
rl
r,e
No duration
correction
0.9615
.9518
.9603
0.9704
.9660
.9722
0.9707
.9662
.9712
0.9704
.9673
.9708
0.9697
.9719
.9729
Correlation coefficient for
Dlo
0.9692
.9731
.9740
0.9544
.9643
.9623
0.9597
.9678
.9663
0.9485
.9638
.9591
0.9328
.9510
.9440
D15
0.9686
.9724
.9739
0.9542
.9640
.9622
0.9596
.9670
.9664
0.9517
.9635
.9614
0.9377
.9524
.9478
D20
0.9692
.9722
.9739
0.9551
.9643
.9630
0.9601
.9673
.9668
0.9531
.9645
.9622
0.9395
.9538
.9493
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TableVIII. OptimumDuration-CorrectionMagnitudesBasedon10-dBDownPoints
[Optimumduration-correctionmagnitudesarein decibelsperdoublingof effectiveduration]
Tone-
correction
procedure
No tone
correction
Metric
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
PTA at
cruise
Conventional
turbofan at
cruise
PTA and Conventional
conventional turboprop and
turbofan at turbofan at takeoff
cruise and landing
1.77
1.26
1.02
.54
.62
1.70
1.29
1.12
1.66
1.53
1.82
.72
.81
.62
.07
Average 1.04 1.46 0.81
rl 2.49
1.40
1.59
1.35
.67
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
1.07
.28
.91
1.29
1.29
1.12
1.08
.77
.59
.74
Average 0.86 0.97 1.50
T2 2.10
.98
1.19
1.06
.46
1.85
1.47
1.34
1.89
1.69
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
1.80
1.27
1.34
1.10
1.01
Average 1.30 1.65 1.16
Grand average 1.07 1.36 1.16
2.72
3.10
3.42
2.73
2.81
2.96
2.77
3.26
3.56
2.85
2.93
3.07
2.82
3.26
3.59
2.82
2.89
3.08
3.04
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TableIX. OptimunlDuration-CorrectionMagnitudesBasedon15-dBDownPoints
[Optinnnnduration-correctionmagnitudesarein decibelsperdoublingof effectiveduration]
Tone-
correction
procedure
No tone
correction
Average
T1
Average
T2
Metric
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
PTA at
cruise
1.31
.66
.57
.60
.72
0.77
0.70
.36
.10
.17
.27
0.32
1.52
.72
1.02
1.15
1.06
Conventional
turbofan at,
cruise
1.70
1.27
1.18
1.75
1.47
1.47
1.17
.40
.83
1.36
1.32
1.02
1.86
1.48
1.38
1.92
1.71
PTA and Conventional
conventional turboprop and
turbofan at turbofan at takeoff
cruise and landing
1.82
.67
.77
.68
.11
0.81
2.53
1.38
1.54
1.33
.64
1.48
2.14
.95
1.18
1.12
.50
2.74
3.12
3.41
2.73
2.80
2.96
2.82
3.25
3.51
2.87
2.91
3.07
2.83
3.26
3.56
2.81
2.87
Average 1.09 1.67 1.18 3.07
Grand average 0.73 1.39 1.16 3.03
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TableX. OptimmnDuration-CorrectionMagnitudesBasedon20-dBDownPoints
[Optimumduration-correctionmagnitudesarein decibelsperdoublingofeffectivedurationI
Tone-
correction
procedure
No tone
correction
Metric
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
PTA at
cruise
Conventional
turbofan at
cruise
PTA and
conventional
turbofan at
cruise
1.32
.71
.60
.65
.75
1.76
1.34
1.19
1.75
1.47
1.86
.69
.79
.71
.13
Conventional
turboprop and
turbofan at takeoff
and landing
2.75
3.14
3.35
2.73
2,79
Average 0.81 1.50 0.84 2.95
T1 1.15
.43
.97
1.40
1.31
0.66
.33
.07
.20
.35
2.52
1.40
1.57
1.36
.67
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
2.83
3.27
3.55
2.86
2.92
Average 0.32 1.05 1.50 3.09
72 1.49
.78
1.02
1.15
1.09
2.15
.98
1.20
1.14
.53
1.86
1.48
1.38
1.92
1.72
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
2.85
3.27
3.58
2.84
2.91
Average 1.11 1.67 1.20 3.09
Grand average 0.74 1.41 1.18 3.04
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TableXI. CorrelationCoefficientsof NoiseMetricsWith a ModifiedDurationCorrectionandSubjective
NoiseLevelfor CruiseNoiseStimuli
[Duration-correctionmagnitudeis 1dB perdoublingof effectiveduration]
Noise
lneasureinent
procedure
LA
LD
PNL
PL
LLz
Correlation coefficient for
Tone-correction
procedure
No tone correction
rl
r,2
No tone correction
N¢) duration
correction
0.9615
.9518
.9603
0.9704
D10
0.9719
.9660
.9724
*0.9720
D15
0.9713
.9652
.9718
"0.9716
D20
0.9712
.9651
.9717
"0.9717
7'1
T2
No tone correction
T1
T,2
No tone correction
T1
T2
No tone correction
rl
T2
.9660
.9722
0.9707
.9662
.9712
0.9704
.9673
.9708
0.9697
.9719
.9729
.9723
*.9755
*0.9725
.9720
.9752
"0.9714
.9744
*.9758
*0.9657
*.9734
*.9724
.9716
*.9751
"0.9721
.9714
.9749
'0.9718
.9737
*.9760
*0.9664
*.9730
*.9729
.9716
*.9752
*0.9722
.9714
.9749
'0.9719
.9736
*.9761
*0.9667
*.9731
*.9731
*Correlation coeff-icient is significantly greater (p < 0.025) than corresponding correlation coefficient for
noise metrics with duration corrections based on a magnitude of 3 dB per doubling of effective duration.
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TableXII. CorrelationCoetIieientsof NoiseMetricsWith OptimumMagnitudeDurationCorrectionsand
SubjectiveNoiseLevelforCruiseNoiseStimuli
[SeetablesVIII, IX, andX foroptimmnduration-correctionmagnitudesusedfor eachnoisemetric]
Noise
measurement
t)ro(:edure
Correlationcoefficientfor
Tone-correction Noduration
t)rocedure correction D 1[) D 15 D20
L A No tone correction 0.9615 0.9746 0.9738 0.9738
T1 .9518 .9740 .9731 .9729
7'2 .9603 .9770 .9765 .9764
LI) No tone correction 0.9704 *0.9723 "0.9719 *0.9720
T1 .9660 .9729 .9721 .9721
772 .9722 *.9755 *.9751 *.9752
PNL No tone correction 0.9707 *0.9726 *0.9723 *0.9723
T l .9662 .9729 .9721 .9721
T,2 .9712 .9753 .9750 .9750
PL No tone correction 0.9704 *0.9720 *0.9722 *0.9722
7'1 .9673 *.9749 .9741 .9741
7:'2 .9708 *.9759 *.9761 *.9762
LLz No tone correction 0.9697 *0.9697 *0.9697 *0.9697
T1 .9719 *.9739 *.9735 *.9736
T2 .9729 *.9739 *.9740 *.9741
*Correlation coefficient is significantly greater (p _< 0.025) than corresponding correlation coefficient for
noise metrics with duration corrections based on a magnitude of 3 dB per dout)ling of effective duration.
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPI-'¢
L-80-6613
Figure 1. Subjects in Anechoic Listening Room in Langley Acoustics t/esearch Laboratory.
L-87-6377
Figure 2. NASA Propfan Test Assessment aircraft.
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Figure 3. L4 time histories and 1/3-octave-band spectra at peak L A of highest level presentations of advanced
turboprop en route noises. (Propfan Test Assessment aircraft flyovers at cruise conditions.)
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Figure 3. Continued.
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Figure 3. Continued.
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Figur(_ 3. Concluded.
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(a) Boeing 727 flyover; h = 31 000 ft; v = 455 knots.
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(b) Boeing 737 flyover; h = 35 000 ft; v = 434 knots.
Figure 4. L A time histories and l/3-oetave-band spectra at peak L A of highest level presentations
of conventional turbofan en route noises. (Flyovers at cruise eon<titions.)
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(c) Boeing 757 flyover; h = 37000 ft,; v = 509 knots.
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(d) Boeing 767 flyover; h = 28 000 ft; v = 460 knots.
Figure 4. Continued.
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((') McDonnell Dougilas DC-9 flyov(_r; h = 30 000 ft; _, = 477 knots.
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(f) McI)onnell Dougla.s DC-I0 flyover; h = 37000 ft; _, = 521 knots.
Figure ,_. ConchM(xt.
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(a) Lockheed P-3 takeoff.
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(b) Shorts 330 takeoff.
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(c) de Havilland Canada DHC-7 Dash 7 takeoff.
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(d) Nord 262 takeoff.
Figure 5. LA time histories and 1/3-octave-band spectra at peak L A of highest level presentations
of conventional turboprop aircraft takeoffs and landings.
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(e) NA_IC YS-11 takeoff•
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(f) Lockhecd P-3 landing
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(g) Shorts 330 landing.
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(h) de Havilland Canada DHC-7 Dash 7 landing.
Figure 5. Continued.
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(i) Nord 262 landing.
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(j) NAMC YS-11 landing.
Figure 5, Concluded.
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(a) Airbus Industrie A-300 takeoff.
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(b) Boeing 707 takeoff.
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(c) Boeing 727-200 takeoff.
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(d) McDonnell Douglas DC-9 takeoff.
Figure 6. L A time histories and 1/3-octave-band spectra at peak L A of highest level presentations
of conwmtional turbofan aircraft takeoffs and landings.
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(e) McDonnell Douglas DC-IO takeoff.
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(g) Boeing 707 landing.
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(h) Boeing 727-200 landing.
Figure 6. Continued.
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(i) McDonnell Douglas DC-9 landing,
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(j) McDonnell Douglas DC-IO landing.
Figure. 6. Concluded.
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Figure 7. Regression analyses of PNL on mean annoyance scores for Boeing 727 takeoff stimuli used to convert
annoyance judgments to subjective noise levels L S.
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Figure 8. Comparison of annoyance responses using LA.
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Figure 9. Comparison of annoyance responses using duration-corrected L A.
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Figure 10. Comparison of annoyance responses using EPNL.
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